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NATI ONAL ADVISORY Cm:IMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVANCE RESTRICTED REPORT 
PROGRESS REPORT ON FATIGUE OF SPOT- \'JELDED ALUMllJUM 
By H. W. Russell and L. R. Jackson 
SUMM.<illY 
This report contains a detailed accolmt of app::.~oximately half 
of the work planned on Contract NAW 1659 . 
The work on this conti'act called. for fa~igue tests on three 
simple but basic types of spot. - i.,elded test pieces mad e from 24S-T 
alclad . 
These iTere : 
(1) A sheet lap joint to be loaded. in l'epeatcd tension 
(2) A stiffened panel to be loaded in repeated compresfJj.on 
( 3) A nonstressed attachment c1 0int , the sheet to be loaded 
In repeat.ed tension but no lO3.d on t.he attachment 
The fatigue tests were to be run on Krouse d.iroct repeated 
stress ::nachines . Since this t 'po of fatigue macJ.1ino is of r ecent 
d.esign and. has not had. the history of service which, for example , 
chara.cterizes the R . R . Mool'e type rota ry-beam machines J it was 
felt desirable to spend. considerable time in calibr tins and. study-
ing the characteristi cs of the machine . In the COUl'se of this 
study , e~uipmcnt utilizillG SR-4 tj~e strain gages was d.esignod. 
and constructed for studying the dynn.mic charactoristics of the 
machine . The calibration of the machines and. the stress-measuring 
equipment are descri.bed in the report . 
Results obtained so far on lap joints can be svrronnrizod. as 
follOi.,S : 
1. TIJ.ree typical t.Y'~es of faIlure were observed : 
(a) On 8.11 static tension tests and on some high- load. 
ratigue ~ests , failure was by shear through the 
spots , 
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(b) On some high-load fatigue tests, spots falled by 
pulling bu~tons . 
(c) On all low-load fatigue tests , failv~e was by cracks 
in the sheet originating at the spots and extend-
ing from spot to spot. 
'2 . On static tension tests , the load.-bearing abHHy in 
pounds pe::c spot "m.s the same for a spot spacing of 
3/4 inch as for one of 1 ~ inches; however, on fatj.gue 
tests , the 3/4-inch spacing was weaker in pounds per 
spot. 
3 . Tests rem at different l'ntios of minimum to m3JCi.murn 
stress i ndicated that the stress range a llowable for 
a given life falls off as the mean stress is increased . 
Results of tests on stiffened panels can be summarized as 
follow·s : 
1 . The stiffened panels cons isted of hat-shaped stiffeners 
spo"t-'velded to sheets and were 80 designed that failure 
v~s by buckling of the sheat rather than by Euler-
column failure of the structure as a whole . The buck-
ling produce(l tonsion-type failures in the spot .velds. 
2 . T,vo thicknesses oi' sM.ffaned sheet were investigated 
(0 . 051 in . and 0 .032 in.) and two opot spac:ngs (Ii in . 
and 3/4 in.). ;Ul tests so far were run at a ratio of 
minimum to maximum load of 0 . 25 . 1.rcept n t hibh loads, 
where the lii'e \-;as less than 100 J 000 cycles , the thick 
sheet iii thstood. 11i8he1' loads than tho thin sheet and, 
~n all cases , tl e test pie ces wit:h ~/4-inch spot spac-
lng were stror.g(;r than those 'vith l--inch spot sracmg. 
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~). A tal ife of 2 X 106 cycles , the 0 . 051 sheet wi tllstcod 
loads of about 62 percem:; of i ts static strength , and 
the 0 . 032-incl1 sheet llithstood loads of 41 percent of 
its static strGn th o At a life of 100 000 cycles the , , 
O. 032- h1ch panels had a strength of over 70 percent of 
the static strength while the 0 . 05l - inch sheet with-
stood 68 percent of its static strengt'l ; thus , fo:-(' 
r elatively hi~l loads , the thinnor panels were as ef-
fective as "the thicker ones . 
.. 
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No tests have yet been run on the -unstressed attachments . The 
report contains a detailed account of methods of obtaining the re-
sults and a further discussion of their significance . The 24S-T 
alclad sheet used in thiE inv~stigation was furnished by the Glenn 
L. Martin Co ., through the courtesy of }4r . S . A. Gordon; hat - shaped 
stringer sections were furnished by the Curtiss-Wright Corporation 
through the courtesy of Mr. E. S. Jenkins ; and the spot welding 
and X-ray exrunination of velds were done at the Welding Laboratory 
at Rensselaer PolyteclLDic Institute thr~ugh the courtesy of Profes-
sor Wendell F . Hess. 
r. FATIGUE TESTTIlG AS APPLIED TO SPOT-WELDED SEEET 
Under ideal conditions, an engineer would be able to compute 
exactly all stresses in a given structure , and it would then be 
posslble to devise laboratory tests to select a material which 
could bear those stresses !!lost efficiently . HOi-rever, in the de-
sign of aircraft (as well as in most other design), there are many 
parts in .Thich it is not possible to mnke an exact computation of 
service stresses ar:d particl1larly of the alternatine stresses ~lhich 
may be imposed during t:16 life of a part. This situation .Tould 
not be quite so serious if it were sufficient to supplement such 
design computations, as can be IIVlde, with static-load tests on 
selected structures . Unfortulliltely, no materials and structures 
have the same strength under alternating or vibrating loads as 
they do under steady load , and it is therefore necessary to devel~p 
ini'ol~tion on the strenGth of materials and of 8tructures made 
from these materials under dy~ic loading . 
It is the purpose of this investigation to develop this type 
of information on the use of spot welding as a means of fubricating 
aluminum sheet in aircraft design . In order to keep the investiga-
tion within reasonable limits , the work so far has been confined 
to the study of simple but basic design e l ements . 
It is not to be expected that the data to be developed during 
this investigation will permit a designer to predict exactly the 
munber of hours of flight an airplane using spot- welded aluminum 
fabrication, will deliver; h01.,ever, the data can reasonably be 
e~ected to indicate the r elative merit of spot welds as compared 
Wlth other types of fabrication . It is hoped that , in the hands 
of experienced deSigners, the data being developed here will en-
able tho .relatively untried spot - velding method of fabrication 
to find 1 ts proper place in aircraft construction 'vii thout going 
through such a long period of expensive full - scale trial as might 
otherwise be necessary . 
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Sven on a laboratory scale, it would be impractical to inves-
tigate all possible combinations of steady stress and alternating 
or fatigue - type stresses which might conceivably be placed on the 
structures under investigation . Fortunately, hOvlever) this is 
not neces .:mry since the work of many previous investigJ.tol's of 
fatigue strength of materials indicates that the behavior of a 
material for all possible combinations of simple stresses can 
be predicted with reasonable assurance if the behavior under a 
few strategically selected stress conditions is knovm . 
One of the earliest fairly successful attempts to describe 
the effect a steady stress ma,), have on the range of vibrating 
stress a material may carry indefinitely without failure vias the 
Goodman (reference 1) diaGc·am. 
Figure 1 shows this diagram. 
is the axis of stress and OR is 
In flgure 1 , the line OE 
the axis of zero stress . 
The 1 ine fc is dl'awn at 450 and the point c is located 
at the static ultimate stress Suo Tho line cd cuts the stress 
axis at a, a stress equal to 1/2 Gu. The points d and fare 
located at plus and minus 1/3 Su, respectively . Points on the 
line ec repre:::lent values of mean stress . 
The diagram states that when the mean stress is zero (point e ) 
the altel'nating stress can vary from + 1/3 Su to - 1/3 Su in-
definitely , while if the mean stress has a value j the alternat-
ing stress can vary onl,,- from k to 1, a range less than for zer o 
mean stress . At the pOint c (the ultimate strength) the allcw-
able range of Hlternating stress is) of course , zero . 
It has long been known that this diagram is only a crv.de ap-
proximation of eXlleriment.al results , and recently J . O. Smith 
(liThe Effect of Range of Stress on the Fatigue Strength of Metals," 
University of Illinois Eulletin No . 334 (1942)) has re - examined a 
large number of f at igue data from many sOUl'ces, repres~nting a vlide 
range of materials and conditions . He has made some modifications 
in the mothod of r epresonting data and has brought out some inter-
esting r elations betvreen the offvct of mean stress and the endur-
able range of alternating stross . Since same of his observations 
ai.d in. the interpretation of data obtained hore , thJ pertinent 
ones wlll be rcviewGd briefly . Smith uoes several typos of dia-
gram, depencUng on the typo of data to be analyzed . Figures 2(0.) 
and 2(b) illustrate types pertinent to this invostigation . Fig-
ure 2 (a) states that, for shear fatiStV3 strc3ses the ondurance 
limit for any mean stross ~is cO:1stant and equal to the 
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endurance limit for completely reversed stress as long aD 
'l'max (= Tm + Ta) Ty . FiglU'e 2(b) states that for axial tens10n 
stresses the allowable alternating stress range diminishes linear-
ly with the increase in mea.n stress . Actually, the majority of 
the data that Smith "ras able to gather lies above the line shown 
in figure 2(b), particularly at high value·s of mean stress . As 
will be shmffi later , tho data obtained in this invest:!.gation can 
be represented by a diagr~ such as figvre 2(b) . This is consis-
tent with Smith's further observation that when stress raisers 
such as notches (in this case, spot welds) are present, the data 
on fatigue in shear may also be represented by a diagram such as 
figure 2(b) instead of 2(a) . 
II. APPARATUS , CALIBRATION, AND 'I'EST METHODS 
Description of the Fatigue-Testing Machine 
The tests to be reported here have boen run on a Krouse 
fatigue - testing machine of lO , OOO-pounds-maximum load capacity . 
The machine can accommodate ind.epende!1tly two specimens at one 
time . A photograph of tha machine (fIg. 3) shows one sample 
loaded in tension and.. indicates clearly the main features of 
load..ing . 
The variable load.. is a.pplieci by the load..ing l ever A 
actuated.. by the cam C, whose eccentricity on the d..riving pulley 
B can be adjusted to :my desirod value. The member transmitting 
the force to the specimen 1s guldecl by a parallelogram system of 
four steel-plate fulcrums D which produce stra.i~~t-line motion 
and direct loading of tho sample , The machine is a constant de-
flection type . The mean value of tJ.le load is ad.justable by the 
loading screw 1~ . 
The static load. value is obtained by moasuring the bending 
of a fixed.. length of the loading lever A by means of the dial 
gage on the gage bar F . Thd relation between dial readings 
(relative to a readinG i'ii.th zero load) a.nd load. values is given 
by a calibration curve , This calibration was obtained (at tl16 
factory) by d..ead weights applied to the lower specimen holder 
for 1m. load..s and by a p1."oving rine in place of the specimon for 
high loads . In pr.actice, dial deflections are recorded for maxi-
mum and. minimum loads as the C8Ill B is rotated slowly by hand. 
and the corresponding load values will be termed hereafter the 
"static load values . " 
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The machine is equipped with two mechanical connters G, so 
geared to the driving shaft as to record one count for each hun-
dred cycles of applied stress . The counters have a common drive 
but each may be reset to zero to correspond to the start of a run 
upon its particular sample . A cut- off R is designed to stop 
the motor and, hence , also the counters , when the load drops 
either by yielding or faHure of the sample . 
Important considerations in running any sampl e include : (1) 
clamping the sample so as to insm'e axial loading , (2) ad.justing 
and d.etermining the values of the loads applied, and. (3 ) d.etermin-
ing the number of cycles to failure . The precautions that have 
been taken in each of these three respects will now be d.iscussed. 
in some detail. 
Clamping the Sample 
(a) Tension Samples 
Samples tested. in tension vere held. in grips as shown in fig-
ure 3 . In preparation, the sample 1·.ras marked. for the centers of 
the three bolt holes in each end by a steel template . The holes 
were then drilled 47/64 inch u.nd. the center hole at each end. 
reamed. to final size (3/4 in.) . The sample ' {8.S then mounted in 
the grips using only a center bolt at each end. With a moderate 
applied load (about 100 10) on the sample, the remaining holes 
were reamed. to size throu&1 the hardened sleeves in the grip bolt 
holes . After these holes ,-rere cleaned out, the remaini ng bolts 
,{ere inserted . This proced.ure 1laS d.esigned to attain axial load-
ing. 
(b) Compression Samples 
Figure 4 shmTs the compression grips used. for the samples 
d.escribed later in this report. A is a platen to which was 
clamped. the 5- by 5-inch surface ground-steel plate B. The 
small plates C and. D were used. to prevent slipping of the 
end of the sample . In practice, plate C "Tas kept fixed so 
that, '''hen the panel of t~le compress "ion sample '!as against C, 
the center of In.'1SS of the sample was on the axis of load.ing . 
Plate D was tightened. against the hat- shaped stiffener of 
each sample . 
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Shims (visible at E in fig. 4) were placed between A ane 
B so tllat the face of B for the bottom compression plate was 
perpendicular to the leadir~ axis . With a 8&aple standing on the 
bottom plate, shims were adjusted for the upper grip so that Hs 
surface B rested evenly upon the top of the sample . 
To avoid twisting the sample while adjusting the load, a rod 
was inserted in the disk A and ~eld manually during the adjust-
ment . Later ) a clamp , designed. to be fa'stened on the sUPIlorting 
columns , was constructed. This cla~p may be seen above the upper 
compression grip in the photogra:,:>r. of figure 3 . 
Measuring the Load 
A method of measurement of loads while the ma.chine is r un-
ning , using electrical res istance- type st~ain gages, v~s d.eveloped . 
The'principle of the measuring method is to apply an audio-
frecl'.lency current to a 1,'Jheatstone- type bridge , one, arm of which 
is an SR- 4 tj~e Al gage mounted either on the test specimen in 
which it is desired to measure strains or un a weighbar in series 
with the specimen. The pe~iodlc stl'ain in the test piece or 
weighbar varies the resistance of the gage . This variation in 
resistance modulates the audio- fre~uency signal being applied 
to the bridge . Tlle bridee is balenced by means of a slide wire . 
A cathode- ray oscillosCOI3 is used. as a null- point indicator. 
Figure 5 is a wiring diag'a!ll of the e~uipment , and fiGure 6 
is a photograph of the assembly shol1ing the various pB.rts in 
place . In figure 5 , the parts illustrated. are as follows : 
The Signal Source 
A is a Hewlett Packard model 200 A audio oscillator . 
While this oscillator can provide fre~uencies from 35 to 35 , 000 
cycles , it is being used at a constant fre~uency of 750 cycles . 
This frequency can be conveniently filtered. so as to eliminate 
60- c;;rclo pickup . 
B is a shielded isolating transformer '.-rHh input and out-
put impedances selected to match the oscillator and bridge , 
respectively . The transfol~er is a United Transfolwer Co . type 
LS141 transformer . 
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The Bridge 
C is a dummy- type Al gage mounted on a strip of material 
similar to the vleighbar or test piece on which is mounted a 
similar gage D. These gages have an approximate resistance of 
120 ohms and the dummy gage is mounted as close to the measuring 
gage as possible in order to oecure temperature compensation . 
These two elements form two arms of the bridge . The other two 
al~S are made up of resistance elements E) F ) G, H) I, J , and 
K, which are selected to make, roughly , a 1 :1 ratio with the 
SR- 4 elements . 
Resistances E , F, and R form a resistance combination of 
approximately 146 ohms . Resistances I , K, and the d.ecade box 
J form a variable resistance combination '"hlch can be vc..ried 
to suit the particular gages (C and D) being uaed , so that 
vrhen the slide ,dre G is set at zero, the bridge in balanced 
for zero strain on D. The slide wire G is a Leeds & Northup 
Kolrauscl"l type slide wire which is divid.ed into 1000 divisions . 
The sensitivity of the bridge is such that one division on the 
Glide wire corrosponds to a resistance change of about 0 . 0009 
ohm in gage D. This change in resistance is equi valent approxi-
mutely to a strain of 4 X J.0- 6 inches per inch . 
On account of stray capacitances, it is neces sary to insert 
SOille capacity in one ar~ of the bridge in order to obtain a bal-
ance . This capacitance is sho,:m as T in figure 1 , and has a 
range of 40 to 1000 f . T is ohovm in arm C; hovlever , it may 
be inserted in whatever arm that may be required to obtain a 
balance . 
The Detector and Null -Point Indicator 
The detector circuit includes a high-quality shield.ed- type 
87All Stancor isolating transformel' L) which matches the impod-
ance of the bridge to the ampl Hier M. This amplifier is a 
David Bogen Co . type E14 amplifier with a variable gain from 0 
to 125 db . The amplified signal is then passed through two fil -
ters , N and P , designed to select the band from 500 to 1000 
cycles, and the filtered wave s shmm on the oscillosccl1e . 
N is a General Radio type 830- B, 500- cycle high- pass fil -
ter , and P i s a Gener al Radio type 930- E, 1000- cycle lmv- pa.,s 8 
filter . Q is a DuMont type 168 OSCillograph . All leads 
connecting the various portions of the eqttipment are in shielded 
cables and the shields of all cables and transformers are 
groundeel . 
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Several tests were made with the strain gage D on the 
sample itself and. the elllImny gage C on an u..'1.strained sa.r.J.ple 
nearby. It is time- consuming to use a neVI gage with each sample ; 
moreover, a gage on the sample is sabject to error at high loads 
when the sample is yielding . On t he other hand, a weichbar in 
series with the sam?le offers difficulties in mOtnting the sample . 
Hence , some member of the machine itself , .1hich would shm" ap-
preciable strain proportional to the load, was sought . 
A convenient arrangement proved to be this : Gage D was 
mounted on the plate fulcrum K (in fig . 3), while C was 
mounted at M. Thus , C se11 ved as temperature compensator to 
D and also , since M is in tension when K is in compression 
and vice versa, the arrangement of ers reasonable sensitivity 
d.espite the relatively ~ll strains in these plate fulcrums . 
It should be noted. that the strain in gage D, owing to the bend.-
ing of K, is largely ~ompensated by a strain of gaBe C, owing 
to concurrent bending of M. Except at extremely low loads (less 
than 50 1 b), the readings of tho slj_de .vire in the bridge circuit 
are linear with corresIJonding v .... lues of static load . ~loreover, 
dynamic readings Vlith this gace arrangemont eive values agreeing 
with those obtained by using a strain gage on the specimen itself. 
(The slig..1.t discrepancies at 10VT 10adf3 ca.n be eliminated by an 
arrangement "'heroin D consist8 of tvlO strain gages mounted npon 
opposi te sides of plate K and \-Tired in se1"i83 , while C is a 
similar arrangement upon plate M. ) 
One reason for the reproducibHity (usually better than 1 per-
cent) of dynamic load values obtained with the electric strain 
gagGs concerns the calibr~tion method adopted . As an example , 
suppose it is desired to obtain dynamic values for some particular 
loading . The cam is turned by hand and readings of the dial gage 
and cf the slide wire aro recordeQ for maximum load, for minimum 
load, and for hTO or thr')e loads in bet'tveen these . This affords 
a calibration curvo for the strain gago . Now the Krouse gage bar 
is removed, the motor is startod and. ynami c values for maximum 
and minimum loads are read from the slide "'ire . The machine is 
now stopped and the calibration repeated . Thus, any shift in tho 
strain- gage calibration caused, for example , b.y lack of complete 
temperature compensation, is noted . If such ~ shift is apprcci~ble 
('\vhich occurs on1y when tho strahl- gage circuit has been recently 
turned on and has not reached equilibrium), tho readings arc all 
r epeated. . 
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Many tests by the method descr"ibed above ind.icate that the 
"dynamic throw" (max . load minus min. load when the machine is 
running) is about 15 percent greater than the "static throw" 
(difference between max . and min. loads ,·:hen the cam is slowly 
turned by hand ). That this throw increase is due to inertia of 
the moving loading lever was confirmed by tests with a Eeries of 
strain gages mounted along the top of the loading lever (at N, 
0, P, etc, in fig . 3) . The gage at N showed such a d.ynamic 
increase, the one at 0 showed little difference between dynamic 
throw and static throw, while gages at P, Q, and R showed stat ic 
throws more than dynamic throws. These observations are readily 
understood if, because of inertia, the bending of the cent0r line 
of the loading lever is along the lines sketched in figure 7. In 
such a case, the strain at N ,,,ould be greater dynamically than 
statically .Thile the strain at P, or Q, or R would be 
greater for static deflections. The point 0 is at the place 
where the strain is the same for both static and dynamic condi-
tions. 
All the tests that have been tried indicate that , with the 
calibration metlod used , strain gages on the plate fulcrums K 
and M are satisfactory . The graph plotted in figure 8 indicates 
that the dynamic throw is directly proportional to tho static 
throw for a wide range in mean load aIID for specimens varying 
widely in stiffness . The points shown on the graph were obtained 
for (1) a stiffened aluminum panel (type D) loaded in compres-
sion , (2) a cast- iron pipe about 5 inches in diameter and 3/16 
inch in wall thickness loaded in compression , (3) a steel plate 
about 15 inches long and 2 by 0.093 inch in cross section loaded 
in tension , and (4) a spot-welded 0.040-inch sheet f aluminum 
.¥ith welds 3/4 inch apart loaded in tension . It '''ill be noted 
that the experimental poInts f elll upon a straight line wHh con-
sistency . A similar calibration curve was made for the ri~1t­
hand side of the machine. It should be noted, since it doeo not 
appear on the sraph , that the d~'TI.amic nean load had , within 
experimental error , the same value as the static mean load. 
In view of the consistency of points for such plots , it 
seems justifiable to adopt a graph such as figure 8 as a calibra-
tion curve . Knowing the desired dynamic throw, the correspond-
ing static throw is obtained from the calibration curve, and. the 
loading is done statically. 
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Heasuring the Number of Cycles to Failure 
The fatigue-testing machine vas originally equipped. ,,,rith 
electrically operated. counters . Difficulties with these resulted. 
in having them replaced by the mechnnical counters nlread.y men-
tioned. . Those later counters are now operating satisfactorily. 
The cut - off (which stops the machine when a test piece fails ) 
consists of a microswitch operated by a clLqnge in the deflection 
of the center of the load.ing lever with a change in the maxmum 
load. . 'rhe mot t on available is only about 0 . 0035 inch for a change 
in maximum load. of 100 POtUld.S . ~'lith the present arrangement, the 
switch Chn be mad.e to operate for a moJcion of 0 . 015 inch , which 
corresponds to a change in load of 430 pounds . The conststency 
of this "criterion of failure" ls, of course , better than this 
in the sense that cut- off occurs at nearly the same (within about 
80 lb) decrease in load. for all samples. 
The Routine Adopted for Fatigue Tests 
In order to treat all Gamples consistently, a routine pro-
cedure of loading and checkiI1{3 samples has been estabL.shed. Each 
sample is inspected for rough edGes or visible flaws . The perti-
nent d.imensions of each sample aJ:e record.ed . From d.e.ta obtained. 
on previous tests, a load. designed to give a d.esired. point on the 
S-N curve is selected. Knowing the d.,ynamic throvl assi8ned , the 
static values at which the n::ac}' ino sl:.ould be set are computed. by 
using the dynamic throw calib):'ution graph (fig . 8) for the particu-
lar machine . Using the calibrtLtion constant furnished. with the 
machine, the d.ial readings to which the load is to be set are com-
puted . 
The sample is then placed in the clamps, with the precautions 
alre<J.dy noted, and the loading screw and. the cam eccentricity are 
adjusted until the Jesired dial readings ( ~ithin one- thirQ dial 
d.ivision, corre sponding to about 10 lb) are obtaineQ. Now the 
IIill.chine is ~un for 1000 cycles, durir:g '''hich the mean lond. often 
d.e?.r~ases . The load is oht.cked. and, if necessa y, restored. to its 
orlglnal value . The machine is started. and after t.he cut-off 
acijustment has been checked., J8 left Tunni~ . 
All machines are checked frequently , A chock includ.es counter-
reading , reading of ~imum and minliuum load. a check on the cut-~ , 
oif adjustment , and. careful visual examination of the sample . 
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III . MATERIALS, TEST PIECES, SPOT-WELDING DATA 
EXAMINATION OF WELDS 
Materials Used in Tests 
Tests run so far have used 24S-T a1clad sheet in three 
thicknesses : 0 . 032, 0 . 040, and 0.051 inch. Since , in all tests, 
primary interest is in the behavior of spot welds , the properties 
of the sheet materinl itself are not to be studied beyond secur-
ing assurance that the sheet is representative of its class of 
material. Pack compression tests on coupons cut from sheets used 
in making the samples described in this report are n01v being run 
at the Aluminum company laboratory through the courtesy of I-Jr . R. 
L. Templin . 
Table I shOYTs typical tension and compression data on 24S-T 
alclad taken from the Aluminum Company Research Laboratory, 
Technical Paper No.6, published by the Alumimun company in 1942 . 
TABLE I . TYPICAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 24S- T ALCJ,AD 
FROM ALUMINill1 COMPANY TECHNICAL PAPER NO . 6 
i I I Sheet I Tensile Yield I Compression 
thick- strength strength I Elongation yield 
ness I 0.2 2 in . strength 
percent 0.2 percent (in. ) (lb/sq in . ) i offset offset 
0 . 032 64 , 800 51,000 16.0 I 42,000 
I 
. 051 66,900 51,800 19 . 0 I 41,200 
. 064 66,300 51,400 19 , 0 I 42 , 200 
I 
! 
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':lest Pieces 
Tension tests, - The lap- joint tension test pieces tested so 
far consisted of stri~s of 0 , 040- inch- thick 24S- T ~lc1ad sheet 9 
inches long and 5 inches 'fide cut parallel to the direction of 
rolling and joined by a lap weld vith an overlap of 1 inch , 
T1vo weld spacings were investigated : 3/4 and li- inches . 
The samples using the l~- incl spacing had four spots in the 5- inch 
width, lfhUe the samples using 3/4- inc11 spaCing had six welds . I n 
both cases the distance frOl!l the center of the single row of spot 
'felds to the edge of the sheet was 1/2 1nch . Figure 3 Sh01.,S a 
six- 'feld test piece in the machine . 
Compression test.s . - The compression test pleces consisted 
of 24S-T alclad sheets 4t inches vide and either 0 . 032 or 0 . 051 -
inch- thick, spot- welded with t\·:o rows of spots to Curtiss-Wright 
SS- 112- 32 hat- shaped strincer sections . The stringer sections 
were made from O, 032- 1nch 24S-T alclad for all test pieces . Di-
mensions of the strincers are shown in figure 9 . Two spot spac-
ings were used for each sheet thIckness . In one, the spot spac-
ing was 3/4 inch exce-pt near the ends where the spots are located 
1/ 8 , 5/8, and l~ inches from the ends . In the second type} spot 
spacings lfere l~ inches except again near the end.s 'fhere addi-
tional spots , spaced as above, were inserted. . Figures 10(a ), 
10(b), 11 (0.) , ll (b) , 11( c)} and.. ll(1.) illustrate this typo of 
specimen. After milling the end.s s~uare the test pieces with ll-
inch spot spacing were 15 ·~ inches long , .. hil e the ones 1fith 3/ 4-
inch spacing were 15~ inches long . Some engineering data on the 
stiffened panel sectio:ls are listed beloH. 
Engineering rata on Stiffened Panel Sections 
(1) Stringer Section Alone 
Area, 0 . 165 s~~~e inch 
Distance of centroiaal axis from bottom edge of 
stringer , 0 . 485 inch 
14 
Moment of inertia arounQ centroidal axis, 
0.0723 inch 4 
RaQlus of gyration arounQ centroiQal axis, 
0.665 inch 
(2) Stringer Spot-Welded to 0.032-Inch Sheet 
Area, 0,309 square inch 
Width between center line of spots, 2.7 inches 
Distance of centroidal axis from face of panel, 
0.284 inch 
Moment of inertia around centroidal axis, 
0.0617 inch4 
Radius of gyration arounQ centroiQal axis, 
0.448 inch 
(3) Stringer Spot-Welded to O,051-Inch Sheet 
Area, 0.395 square inch 
Width between center line of spots, 2.7 inches 
Distance of centroidal axis from face of panel, 
0.238 inch 
Moment of inertia around centroidal axis, 0,0620 
inch 4 
Radius of gyration around centroidal axis, 0,397 
inch 
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TABLE II. WELDING CONDITIONS ON SPOT-WELD FATIGUE TESTS 
Type Thiok- Seoondar"y current2 Electrode pressure 
of ness 3 Peak Time in Electrod.e Weld- Forging pressure 
spee- amperes milli- tips ing Max- Time from peak imen seconds Upper Lower pres- imum current 
To Time l sure value milliseoonds 
peak To To (in.) ( lb) ( lb) start maximum 
1T , 
Com- 0.032 sr 30,400 16 62 ai R t xlOo 800 2400 12 110 
pres- 0.032 pl dome flat 
sion 
11 II 
Com- 0.032 sr 32,400 16 62 2! R ; x 100 800 2400 12 110 
pres-
sion 
0.051 p1 dome flat 
Ten- 0.040 41,800 18.5 67.5 4" R 4" R 1600 2400 9 22 
sion dome dome 
ITo tal time from start of welding current until deoay ~o 10 percent. 
2Condenser discharge type of welder. 
3ar = stringer, p1 = panel. 
Surfaoe treatment 
Paint Remov- Shear 
removal ing strength 
and oxide single 
degrease spot 
(lb) 
Acetone R.P.I. 460 
trichloro- Sol *4 
ethylene 
vapor 
Acetone R.P.lt 505 trichloro- Sol * 
ethylene 
vapor 
Navy R.P.I. 602 
Speoi- So1110 
ficatiQ!J 
C-67- C 
~ 
> a 
> 
t: 
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Spot-Welding Data 
The spot welding on all t est pieces was done at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute . Table II sumarizes their information on 
spot -welding conditions . A letter from Rensselaer Polytechnic 
I nstitute indicates that more details on the svrface treat~ent 
of the sheet will be available in other reports. 
Examination of welds. - An X-ray examination of all welds 
~~s conducted at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and indications 
were that all welds on test pieces reported here were sound. 
A metallographic examination of some '-Ields '-laS made at 
Battelle; figure 12 illustra.tes typical weld structures . Measure-
ments of several welds indicated that they had the following dimen-
sions . 
Diameter of Depth of 
mel ted. zone penetration 
in weld Type of weld 
(in. ) (percent) 
0 . 040- to 0 . 040-inch sheet 0.22 50 
0.032- to 0 . 032-inch shget 0 . 155 70 to 80 
0.051- to 0 . 032- inch sheet 0 .160 60 to 70 
IV. FATIGUE TESTS ON LAP-JOThTT TENSILE TESTS 
In section II, the mothod of making tension fatigue tests is 
described . Table III lists the types of sample used in tests re-
ported here und static strengths of the various types . Static 
t ension tests were run on a 20 , OOO- pound Baldwin Southwark test-
ing machine, using the same grips and mounting technique as for 
the f atigue t e8ts . 
Fatigue tests llere designed to obtain data for plot ting 
families of load-life curves at constant r3.tios (R) of minimum 
to maximum stress. Three ratios '-Iere used: R=0.25,0.50,and 0 . 75 . 
It '-las noted in section II that, on the 10,000-pou..TJ.dK:l.~ouse ­
type fatigue machine , a drop in load of about 430 pounds was 
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reCluired to act1late the cut- off mechanism which stops the machine 
and marks the ' end point of the test, This characteristic led. to 
some difficulty in detel~ining a proper criterion f or failure ; 
particularly at low·load.s, it viaS fOlmd. that fatigue cracks started. 
some time before they resulted in enough cIllinge in load. to actuate 
the cut- off mechanism. On account of this, the test pieces 'fere 
examined. freCluently d.uring the progl'ess of the test and the num-
ber of cycles at vrhich cracks were first observed was noted ; the 
number of cycles ",here the machine stopped was also recorded . It 
was not always possible to observe the beginning of the cracks ; 
hm.rever, after considerable data had. been accwnulated, it 'Ivas 
found that the ratio of the number of cycles for which cracks were 
first observed to the number for whIch cut - off occurred. varied. from 
0 . 5 to 0 . 8 . As mIght be expected, the higher values of this ratio 
al'e associated with the lowest munber of cycles . For cut - off in 
less than 100,000 cycles, it ,vas never possible to observe cracks 
before cut - off occurred. 
Table IV summarizes fatigue results for the six-spot samples 
and. table V summarizes those for the four-spot samples . The data 
are plotted. in figures 13 and. 14 . In these figures poInts are 
designated by elongated. crosses . Values for cut - off are plotted. 
at the intersection of the cross and. the length of the hor)zontal 
member of the cross is extended. tmvard the axis of stress to the 
probable origin of cracking. 
TABLE III . TEST PIECES AND STATIC STRENGTH VALUES on 
LAP-"lELD TENSION S.IlJ.1PLES - ALL TEST PIECES WERE 
MADE FROM 0 . 040- TIfCH-THICK 24S-T f~CLAD SHEET 
Sample Spot 1 ! Rupture Number I Rupture 
num-oer spac- of load load Type of failure 
ing spots I (in . ) I (lb) (lb/spot) 
, 
3A- l 1.1.. 4 4 2400 600 Shear through spot 
3A- 9 1-"-4 4 2460 615 Do . 
3A- 27 3/4 6 3540 590 Do , 
3A- 30 3/4 I 6 3590 598 Do . 
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TABLE IV. TENSION FATIGUE TEST RESULT ON SPOT-WELDED LAP 
JOINTS IN Z4S-T WELDED 0.040-INCH-SHEET THICKNESS 
SIX SPOTS SPACED 3/4 INCH 
Total ~ax- Ratio Cycles to 
Sample max- imum Min. first ob- Cycles to number imum load !':tress served failure Type of break 
load (lb/ Max. stress crack 
(lb) spat) 
3,!-24 775 129 0.25 2,973.500 Fatigue cracks 
3A-23 900 150 .25 135,900 257,400 Do. 
3A-22 900 150 .25 638,000 Do. 
3A.-2 1050 175 .25 176,400 Do. 
3A.-~29 1050 175 .25 261,000 Do. 
3A.-3 120.0 200 .~5 129,300 216,000 Do. 
}.A.-l 1500 250 .25 94,200 126,600 Do. 
3.A.-5 1800 300 .25 16,600 Shear and bondin 
3A.-4 2100 350 .25 3,400 Shear 
3AB-ll 900 150 .50 5,127. 000 
3A.B-12 1050 175 .50 1.039,400 Fatigue cracks 
3AB-33 1350 225 .50 174,700 223,400 Do. 
3A-31 1650 275 .50 31,200 Spots pulled 
3.8.-32 1650 275 .50 87,000 Failure appears 
both as fatigue 
and tensi-on 
3,,\,-26 1800 300 .50 68.000 
3A-28 2100 350 .50 31,700 
3A.B-9 2400 400 .50 7. 100 Shear type 
3A-18 1200 200 .75 10.517,600 Fatigue cracks 
3A-2' 1350 225 .75 2,950,000 
3A-16 1500 250 ·75 490,000 
3P--20 1650 275 ·75 1,100,400 
3A.-15 1800 300 • 75 318,000 593,000 Fatigue cracks 
3A-13 2100 350 ·75 387,400 Do. 
3A-8 2400 400 
·75 143.000 Shear type 
3A-14 2700 450 
·75 205,800 Fatigue cracks 
3A-17 3000 500 • 75 88,000 107,600 Shear type 
3A-19 3300 550 ·75 400 Shear break 
g 
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TABLE V. TENSION FATIGUE TEST RESULT ON SPOT-WELDED LAP 
JOINTS IN 24S-T WELDED 0.,040-INCH SHEET THICKNESS 
FOUR SPOTS SPACED It INCHES 
Total Max- Ratio Cycles to 
Sample max- imum first ob- Cycles to 
nUillber imwn load Min. stress served failure Type of break 
load (10/ Max. stress crack 
(lb) spot) 
.3A-25 600 150 0.25 5 ,94? ,100 
3A-23 700 175 .25 1,309,200 Fatigue crack 
3A-19 sOO 200 .25 420,000 779,600 Do. 
3A-29 1000 250 .25 189,750 346 ,800 Do. 
3,A.-14 1200 300 .25 25,200 Shear 
3A-13 1500 375 .25 3,600 Do. 
3A-15 1620 405 .25 1,000 Do. 
3A-25 
(reloaded) 
1200 300 .25 113,000 Fatigue crack 
3A-21 800 200 
· 50 515,500 964,500 Do. 
3A-20 1000 250 .50 152,100 1,053,000 Do. 
JA-1S 1400 350 ·50 60,000 70,200 Do. 
3A-11 950 237 ·75 1,453,700 2,984,600 Do. )A-I0 1000 250 
·.75 2,373,700 Do. 
3A-24 1000 250 
· 75 3,200,000 Do. 
3A-8 llOO 275 ·75 489,000 842,300 Do . 
3A-7 1200 300 
• 75 1,152,300 1,761,600 Do. 
3A-5 1400 ~g · 75 68~,300 936,000 Do. 3A-2 1600 
·75 533,300 Do. 
3A-4 2000 500 
·75 220,000 277,000 Do. 
3A-6 2200 550 ·75 41,200 Do. 
3A-24 1600 400 
·75 200,000 1,380,000 Do. (reloaded) 
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The data presented above were obtained for three values of R. 
For use in design, it "TOvld be useful to have some information 
about the effect of a wider range in Rand, partlcRlarly , to 
make some estimate as to the range in stress allowable for com-
pletely reversed stress . A modification of the methods used by 
Smith and described in section I allows such an estimate to be 
made. 
Smith obtained the relation shown in figtrre 2 by using points 
on fatigue curves (such as those in figs. 13 and 14) at the endur-
ance limit (i . e . , for infinite life) . Having the complete S-N 
curves, it is also possiblo to plot curves similar to Smith's 
curve for constant but finite lives . This has been done in fig-
ure 15, using constant life points on the curves in figures J.3 
and 14 to provide data for the curves in figure 15 . Sinca Smith 
was interested in comparing a wide variety of materials, it was 
necessary for him to use dimensionless ratios of ultimate strengths 
for his coordinates . In this case, since only one material is ~n­
volved, it is not necessary to use the ratio of mean steady stress 
to ultimate strength on the axis of abscissas ; moreover , since the 
life for completely reversed stress is not only unknown but is the 
quantity dosired, it is not possible to use the ratio Smith uses 
for ordinates . In view of this, the ordinate in figure 15 is the 
half range of alternating stress . The curves in figure 15 "16re 
obtained in the followlng manner . The points shown were computed 
from figures 13 and 14; these 1 ines ~.,ere drawn through the point 
representing static tutimate strength and as many points as pos-
sible on the curves of constant life . It 1v1ll be noted that , in 
agreement with Smith ' s data, points for high values of mean stress 
lie above the lines so drmm. The j.ntersect ion of those lines 
vith the stress range axis is an estimate of the allo",able values 
for completely reversed stress . While the extrapolation of the 
axis is beyond what good practice W01..ud. recommend , the extrapo-
lated. results agree reasonably 1-Iell with some reversed stress 
fatigue data on single spots obtained. by Mr . Templin . vlliilo this 
agreement is not suffiCient to inspire complote faith in the extra-
polation shmm in figure 15 , the indications are that estimates 
so made will not be too far off . 
The Mechanism of Fatigue Failures 
During the courSG of testing, it was observed that there were 
three distinct types of failure , depending on the load and method 
of test . In static tests, failure always occurred by shear through 
. I 
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the spots. Figure 16 is an example of this type of failure . Tables 
IV and V describe the type of failure occurring in faMgue . It 
vTill be noted that) at high values of al ternatinc strecs, the fa-
tigue failures either resembled tLe static failtu'e (fie . 16) or 
"buttons" were pulled out at the spots as shovm in fi)ure 17 . At 
10l'Ter stresses, failure ,·JaS by propo..gation of cracks in the sheet 
between spots . These cracks originated at·i;he top of each spot . 
Figures 18 and 19 illustrate this effect . 
Microexamination of Failed spots in 
Lap- Joint Tension Test Pieces 
Metallographic wOl~k was carried out to s ecure information on 
the origin, location, and propagation of the fatiguo cracks . 
Specimen 3A- 23 (see table V) loaded at 175 pounds per spot 
at 0 . 25 rat 10 vTas selected to shov velds sub jected to complete 
failure from t'at igue cracking. Figure 20 sho.;s foux' \V'elds from 
this spe cimen, hlO of iV'hich were soctioned along the direction 
of applicatlon of stress and tvlO perp::mdicular to this d.irection . 
Cracking vas present only in trLose planes along the line of load-
ing . The patterns of crac1:s shOlm in figure 21 weTe typical of 
those in all the tensilo samples , in that the cracks ,.,ere located 
at opposite sides and ends . Under especially severe loads , cracks 
sometimes started in the opposite direction from the normal break -
presumably occurring after failill'8 . 
To study the point of fatigue- crack inception, a tfeld from 
specimen 3A- 24 (see table IV) which had been under a 101., stress 
for nearly 3,000,000 cycles without shoving any visible signs 
of failure .Tas selected. Figure 22 indicateS that cracks start 
at the point ,·There the U11'TI.elted ce!1ter aluminum coating projects 
into the weld zone . Although piping and inclusions sometimes 
were found in this area (fig . 23), the particular velds in fig-
ure 22 are very clean and ""hOl'T little evidence of these . Thus , 
failure probably occurred through the notch caused by the termina-
tion of the two sheets in the \feld making a fatigue nucleus at 
this point . After starting, the c:mcks propagated through the 
dendritic region out to the edge of the sheet perpendicular to 
the weld axis . 
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TABLE VI. STATIC COMPRESSION 'IESTS ON 
STIFFEI{ED PANEL SECTIONS 
Specimen Panel spot Load Maximum Number of 
number thi ck- spacing at wh:i.ch load buckling 
ness lmckling before waves 
starts failure 
(in . ) (in. ) (lb ) (lb) 
I 
3/4 \ A- 9 0 . 032 
I 2500- 3000 9,020 4 I 
B-3 . 032 1 ; ... 3000 8,350 4 
-'" 
C-8 . 051 3/4 5020 11,720 3 
D- IO . 051 1]. 4 4000 9,520 3 
The results of microexamination of failures in spot ,,,elds 
in lap joints in tension can be summarized by saying that no 
evidence was found in '''hlch the metallurgical constituents or 
structure of the weld had any great iluluence on the type of 
failure ; that is, in all cases, faillu~e appeared to be associated 
with the notch as a notch rnther than the type of metal structure , 
V. COMPRESSION FATIGUE 2.'ESTS ON STll"'FENED PANEL SECTIONS 
The stiffened panel 8cctions are described in detail in III . 
They consist of Curtiss-Hl'ight SS -112- 32 hat - shaped stringers 
made from 0 . 032-inch 24S-T alclad spot - welded to either 0 . 032 -
or 0 . 051 - inch 24S-T alclad sheet . 
Table VI identifies the test pieces and summarizes tho results 
of static tests . 
From table VI, it is evident that the buckling pattern is not 
dependent on the spot- weld spacing for the two spacings used . 
Observation of both the static and the fati ue tests did not 
det ect any tendency to buckle between walds . The half- vavo length 
of the buckling pattern in the 0 . 032-inch r>anels was abcut 2 inches, 
while that in the 0 . 051-inch panels was about 2 . 65 inches . In the 
0 . 051-inch panels, the half- .,ave length was almost equal to the 
distance between rows of spcts. During the fatigue tests, the 
buckling pattern was observed stroboscopically and found to have 
the same pattern as on the static tests . 
Sample 
number 
09 
03 
04 
02 
06 
010 
05 
07 
D7 
D2 
D1 
D8 
D4 
D3 
D6 
D9 
TABLE VII. COMPRESSION FATIGUE RESULTS ON 
0.05l-INOH 24S-T ALCLAD STIFFENED PANELS 
Maximum Cycles to Ratio 
load failure Minimum load 
(lb) Maximum load 
9350 11,700 0,175 
8500 169,800 .25 
8275 220,000 .170 
7626 263,700 .173 
7600 217,000 .164 
6900 165,000 .162 
6750 1,500,000 .250 
6500 4,000,000 .200 
(did not fail) 
7250 900 .25 
7000 66,000 .25 
7000 66,800 .25 
6500 290,000 .25 
6500 42,600 .25 
6-500 22,000 .25 
6250 638,000 .25 
6000 10,558,600 .25 
Spot 
spacing 
( in. ) 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
3/4 
1* 
L~ 
1* 
1i 
Ii 
l~ 
Ii 
1.6 4 
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TABLE VIII. COMPRESSION FATIGUE RESULTS ON 
0.032-INCH 24S-T ALCLAD STIFFENED PANELS 
Max- Ratio Spot 
Sample imum Cycles to Min~mum load spac- Remarks 
number load failure Maximum load ing 
(lb) (i n. ) 
A6 7218 63,600 0.25 3/4 
AlO 6498 144,000 .25 3/4 
A3 6000 167,900 .25 3/4 
A5 5496 252,900 .25 3/4 
A2 4500 812,400 .25 3/4 
A7 3996 815,200 .25 3/4 
A8 3498 20,000,000 .25 3/4 Did not 
fail 
A8 3996 1,202,420 .25 3/4 
(reloaded) 
B9 5500 3,140 .25 1.±-4 
B5 5000 58,000 .25 1.±-4 
BI0 4450 104,000 .25 It 
B2 4080 62,000 .25 L~ 
B6 3980 309,600 .25 It 
Bl 3525 1,530,000 .25 li 
B7 3500 31,200 • .25 It-
B8 3300 2,127,600 .25 li 
B4 2550 22,000,000 .25 It- Did not 
fail 
B4 3500 7,500,000 .25 It 
(reloaded) 
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The fatigue data on the 0. 051-inoh stiffened panels are 
summarized in table VII, and those for the 0 . 032-1nch panels in 
table VIII . The data for all four types are plotted in figure 
24 . 
In table VII, it will be noted that ratios of minimum to 
maximum stress in the C- type specimens are not constant . Some 
cf these specimens 1vere r un shortly after the Krouse machine 
was delivered and before it 'ffiB found necessary to calibrate 
the machine dynamlcally. Thus, the points shown as curve C in 
figure 24 do not properly belong together . However, it is evi-
dent that the slope of C will not be far different from that 
for D, and that the curves for the 0.051- inch panels are much 
shallower than those for the 0 . 032- 1nch panels . It will also 
be noted that, for a given load, the· samples ,.,ith the 3/4-inc11-
spot spacing had longer lives t""aIl those with l~- inch spacing. 
The ordinates in ficure 24 are total compression load and 
the relation between this load and the tension stresses on any 
spot is not linear. The tension stress on the spots is very low 
until buckling starts ; at that point tension stresses became 
appreciable and increase more rapidly for the thick sheets than 
for the thin one for further increases in load . Near the en-
durance limit the 0 . 051-incb panels have a fatigue strength about 
62 percent of their static strength, while on the thin panels 
the fatigue strength is only auout 41 percent . At high~r loads , 
and for shorter lives, the thi.n panols are more efficient than 
the thick ones. For SXahlFle, at a life of 100,000 cycles , the A 
samples (3/4 j.n . spaCing, 0.032 in. panel) have a fatigue strength 
over 70 percent of their static strength , ,·,hile tho D samples 
(Ii in. spacing, 0 . 051 in . panel) have a fatigue strength about 
68 percent of the static strength. 
In vic1. of these results , there 1-Tould appear to be arguments 
in favor of the use of thin panels under some conditions . Another 
consequence of thG test 1ms the observation that there were no 
fatigue failures at loads under those producing buckling. Another 
,ray of stating this observation is that when buckling is observed, 
fatigue failures may be expocted . This state of affairs is proba-
bly a consequence of the spot spacing and type of buckling. If 
the spots had been far enough apart so that buckllng occurred be-
tween spots, it is quite probable that buckling would not be so 
otrongly associated with fatigue failures. 
Further oonclusions may be Justified ,.,hon other stress 
ratios have been oxplored . 
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The Mechanism of Fatigue Failures in Stiffened Panels Und.er 
Compression and Mic.rostructure of Failed. spots 
Figures 9(a) to 11('0) Sh01v typical fatigue failures in 
the four types of stiffened. panels . In all cases, the first 
opot was a tension type. Usually the failure of one spot was 
followed. closely by a tearing failure in the spots immediately 
adjacent. 
A variety of crack patterns was obtained in the sectioninG 
of welds in the stiffened. compress:i.on samples. Hmvever , incep-
tion of cracks occurred. in the same location as those in the ten-
sile specimens - that is, at the point at which tho alclad. proj-
ects into the weld zone . It shotud. be kept in mind in examin-
ing the micrographs in this section that they do not includo the 
first spot to bre~k,since this spot was always damaged too much 
for examination. Thus , cracks observed. are not necessarily 
typical of the first spot to fail . 
For Helds, sectioned. in the d.irection of stress application, 
which are adjacent to the first failure in the compression sample, 
cracks appeared both at the point of alclad. projection in the 
direction of the sheet am"facG and from the same point in the 
main axis of the spot 11010... Figures 25 and 26(a) show the tJIle 
of failure occurring in the samo spot . Figure 25 is also of 
interest in showing a crack stnrting from a scratch in tho sheet . 
For welds sectioned normal to the dire ction of stress, the 
failure occurred by toaring through the main axis of tho weld 
(fig . 26(b)) . For spots sectioned in tho same mann.er, but b.aving 
a weld spacing of 3/4 inch rather tha.n li- inch0s, discontinuous 
cracks were found parallel to :the main axis of the weld but oc-
curring in the dendritic rather than tho equiaxed area (fig . 27). 
Those cracks appe~od to ha.vo boon caused by fatigue rather than 
by a heavy rupturing load as in figure 26(b) . 
Battelle Memorial Institute, 
Columbus, Ohio . 
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Photograph of strain analysi s equipment 
for use in making dynamic measurements 
with SR4 strain gages. 
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FIG. 7-DEFLECTION OF CENTER LINE OF LOADING LEVER (THE DEFLECTION IS 
GREATLY EXAGGERATED TO INDICATE THE EFFECT OF INERTIA. POINTS 
N,O,P,Q,R ARE POINTS OF ATTACHMENT OF STRAIN GAGES MENTIONED 
IN THE TEXT.) 
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Fit;ure 9. 
Dimeneiona ot Curti"-'llr1,.ht hat shaped 
stittener. 
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rigure lOa.- Back view B-T7Pe compression sample loaded at 3980 Ib aDd failing at 309,600 e"cles. 
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l'igure 11a.- Front view C-Type compression sample' loaded at 9350 lb and faUi~ at 11,700 cycles • 
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Figure llc.~ Front view D-Type .ample loaded at ?OOO lb and failing at 66.800 cycles. 
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Figure 12. 
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Fig. 12 
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(c) 
Illustration of representative spotwelds. Original samples 
before testing: 
(a) 0.040" - 0.040" Tension Sample 
(b) 0.051" - 0.032" Compression Sample 
(c) 0.032" 0.032" Compression Sample 
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Figure 16. 
Sample showing shear type failure through 
spots. Sample 3A - 4 (6) • 
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Figure 17. 
Sample 3A - 14 (4) illustrating "button 
pulling" type of failure. 
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Figure 18. 
Sample 3A - 29 (4) illustrating beginning 
of fatigue cracks at top of welds. 
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Figure 19. 
Sample 3A -29 (6) showing propagation of 
fatigue cracks. 
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Figure 20. 
0.040" - 0.040" 24S-T Alclad spotwelds in 
tensile specimen 3A23, sectioned both normal 
and parallel to direction or· testing indi-
cating failure only in direction of testing. 
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Figure 21.- 0.040" - 0.040" 
24S-T A1c1ad 
spotwe1d in tensile specimen 
3A25 showing typical fatigue 
failure under shear loading 
(sectioned parallel to stress 
application). ~ 
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Figure 22. 
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(b) 
0.040" - 0.040 11 24S-T Alclad spotwelds in 
tensile specimen 3A24 which has been subjected to 
over 3,000,000 cycles at light loading without 
failure, showing formation and propagation of 
fatigue crack from the notch formed by the Alclad 
projection into the spotweld. (Parallel section-
ing.) 
Fig. 22 
Kellers Etch. 
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Figure 27 
0.032" - 0.032" 24S-T Alclad spotweld 
in stiffened compression sample AB sectioned 
normal to direction of testing. Parallel 
cracks indicated here occur only in close 
spotweld spacing. 
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Figure 23. 
Untested spotweld in 0.040" -
0.040" 24S-T Al tension specimen 
showing elongated piping in area 
of Alclad projection. 
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FIG. 24-COMPRESSION FATIGUE TESTS ON STIFFENED PANELS. 
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Figure 25.- Two views of 0.032"- 0.032" 24S-T Al spotweld in 
stiffened cOMP.ression sample B4 next to break-
sectioned parallel to direction of stress application. 
Note: Fatigue crack in sheet caused by nick in Alclad. 
Figure 25a Figure 25b 
Left hand side of weld. Ri~ht hand side of weld. 
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0.032" - 0.032" 24S-T Alclad Spotweld in stiffened 
compression sample B4. 
(a) Next to break and sectioned parallel to direction 
of testing. 
(b) Next of break and sectioned normal to direction 
of testing. 
(c) Two welds from break and sectioned parallel to 
direction of testing. 
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Fig. 26 
